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Reflex Martial Arts Centre owner Dominic Lavalle designs his kettlebell classes to work on different muscle groups. Picture: ADAM McLEAN

Get a
grip on
fitness
You know you are onto a good
thing when your workout
session leaves dozens of hardy,
fitness buffs weak at the knees.
After all, it is not like Reflex
Martial Arts Centre patrons are
an easy bunch to tire.
Some of them are champion
stick-fighters or boxers, others
regularly sweat it out in
kickboxing or Brazilian jiujitsu classes.
But when centre owner
Dominic Lavalle launched his
first kettlebell classes last week,
even the fit bods were put

through their paces. Despite the
aching arms and wobbly legs
that inevitably followed, many
were keen to return to the next
one.
Kettlebell training is a great
way to tone the body and
improve strength, co-ordination
and cardiovascular fitness.
A kettlebell is, essentially, a
small cannonball-shaped castiron weight with a handle.
They can weigh anywhere
between four and 64kg and are
used in a variety of swinging,
lifting and pushing exercises.
Lavalle first came across the
popular workout method while
he was training in the United
States a decade ago.
After years of using them
himself, he decided to develop
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Many people wonder what the real secret to
success is when it comes to weight loss and
improved fitness.
The truth is there really is no quick fix as
many products suggest.
The secret is obvious: it is consistent
behaviour! If you follow an effective exercise
routine and practise healthy behaviours
consistently you will be successful in achieving
your goals.

a cross-kettlebell training class
at his Auburn St centre.
‘‘I wanted to do something a
little bit different to the average
kettlebell class, so I’ve added
some other exercises to the
class as well,’’ he explains.
‘‘Each class I do a 25-minute
kettlebell workout, followed by
three rounds of pad drills. I
finish off with the medicine
ball and do some ab work for
five minutes, so that way
people will get a full body
workout.’’
Lavalle’s kettlebell classes
run for 60 minutes, two nights
a week. They are suitable for
men and women of all ages and
fitness levels.

Sounds simple, right? It turns out that for
many it is not so simple and these people will
look for other reasons why they are not seeing
results.
Realistically you need to exercise at least three
times per week, preferably more often, and
combine this with consistent healthy eating
habits to be successful.
So this week I have put together ways you can
achieve consistency in your program. Obviously
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As with all weight-bearing
exercises, first-timers, injured
or unfit people should seek
advice from the instructor
about what size kettlebell to
use.
Generally men start off with
12 or 16kg kettlebells, and
women a four or 8kg weight,
though ultimately it is up to the
individual to decide what size
they are comfortable with.
During the class people will
have to hold that single weight
and do a series of different
squats, chest presses, lifts,
swings, lunges and other
movements. As their blood
pumps and heart-rate rises, they
will be simultaneously burning

fat and strengthening a number
of key muscle groups.
Lavalle often modifies class
routines to ensure people are
working on various areas of the
body.
‘‘I try to mix it up so on
different days we will work
different muscle groups,’’ he
explains.
There is a kettlebell exercise
for almost everything, whether
people want to eliminate their
tuck-shop arms, tighten their
tummy or tone their legs.
The handle feature requires
people to balance and
manoeuvre them differently
from hand weights, which
makes them even more

you would have to ensure that the activities you
are including are effective and that the food you
are eating is nutrient rich and energy dense.
1. Form a weekly routine, place it in your
diary/calendar/schedule as a priority.
2. Make it simple and easy to follow.
3. Maintain the same routine for at least 12
weeks before changing it.
4. Be organised; for example, pre-organise
family, food, exercise gear and whatever else you

effective for building and
toning muscle.
Lavalle says the energyburning resistance training is
beneficial for people doing a
variety of sports and physical
activities.
‘‘It’s a really good fitness and
conditioning class,’’ he says.
‘‘Some sports need people to
improve their core - the centre
of their body - and doing
kettlebells really helps that. It
also makes your legs, wrists
and arms strong as well.
‘‘I love that it makes you
more powerful. Really, it’s a
great all-rounder for any kind
of sport, athletic or martial arts
training.’’

need to make it happen.
5. Participate in activities you enjoy, that you
look forward to doing.
6. Prepare meals that you enjoy and look
forward to eating.
When it comes to healthy behaviour, share the
secret to success: BE CONSISTENT!
Angela Saville owns Savvy Health & Fitness.
Check out www.savvyfitness.com.au
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Kettlebell training
helps you get fitter,
stronger and healthier,
says BREE FULLER.

